
Law School: Getting In, Getting Good, 
Getting the Gold 
ISBN: 978-1-888960-80-8; US$16.95 

Focused effort, less make-work,

more learning, better grades,

more success.

����� The Best Pre-Law 
(and Beyond) Book 
Out There!

I've acquired pre-law books over the
years and this is the best one out
there. Very well balanced.

����� Wish I had read it 
before law school

Don't waste your time in law school.
Study smart. This book will help you
along the way.

����� A Must Read for 
Students in All Stages 
of Law School

A must read. The efficient study
habits outlined will keep you sane
and energized throughout the
marathon of law school.

����� Read This Before 
THINKING About 
Law School

Worth many times the price consid-
ering what's at stake for anyone
considering law school, or even for
anyone already in.

����� The Encyclopedia for 
Law Students

Every prospective and current law
student would benefit.

Later-in-Life Lawyers: Tips for the 
Non-Traditional Law Student 
ISBN: 978-1-888960-06-8; US$18.95

The only guide for the 

non-traditional law student. 

����� If you’re a career 
changer...

...this book will be perfect.

����� Great resource
for trads and 
non-trads alike

I wish I'd had this resource. Though
it's of particular interest for those
who are older, changing careers,
have children, etc., there's some-
thing of use for everyone here. Highly
recommend.

����� In Good Company
Brimming with sensible advice.  It’s
nice to know I'm not alone.

����� A  Must Have Guide
The collective wisdom and experi-
ence of thousands of law students
and applicants.

Law School Undercover 
ISBN: 978-1-888960-15-0; US$16.95

Secrets from Behind the Podium

����� 3L review
The book has it all, great advice.

����� A unique perspective
The author with twenty years of
insider knowledge.

����� MUST read for anyone 
considering law school

Professor "X" offers an invaluable
and up til now unavailable-to-the-
public point of view.

The Slacker’s Guide to Law School: 
Success Without Stress
ISBN: 978-1-888960-52-5; US$16.95

An honest guide to law school.

����� A "Must Read" For 
Law Students

Pick up a copy of this book and read 
it cover to cover.

����� The most accurate 
portrayal of law school

So accurate it felt like a biography.

����� The Book I wish I had 
before going to law 
school

An excellent primer on what to expect.

����� The Definitive Guide
I doubt that many law professors or
administrators will want their students
to read the useful and creative “slacking”
tools that are detailed in this fine book.

����� For All Prospective Law 
School Students

An angle of law school that you won't
read anywhere else.

Your Law School Resource
www.fineprintpress.com

Succeeding in the Classroom...Succeeding in the Classroom...

����� Worth every penny!
I made law review and am at the top
of my class. Do what this man says
and you will make law review. 

����� Essential!
I followed his advice to the letter
and made law review at a top-20
school. I wouldn't have done nearly
so well if I hadn't read PLS. Heed his
advice meticulously.

Planet Law School II:
What You Need to Know
(Before You Go)—
but Didn’t Know to Ask... 
and No One Else 
Will Tell You
ISBN: 978-1-888960-50-1
US$24.95

Law School Fast Track: 
Essential Habits for Law School Success
ISBN: 978-1-888960-24-2; US$12.95

Essential habits for law school.

����� 14 Habits of 
Highly Effective 
Law Students

I was on law review. Almost
everyone at the top of the class
developed these 14 habits early.
This book will save you the trial and
error and you will be several steps
ahead of the pack.

����� The law school guide 
for this generation

I needed advice about how to be 
a good law student right now. 
This book was the ticket.

����� Best Insider's Guide
This book helped me to stop
worrying and start learning.

����� This is what we need...
A book that gets right to point
about how to succeed in law school.



Your Law Practice Resource
www.fineprintpress.com

Jagged Rocks of Wisdom–Negotiation:
Mastering the Art of the Deal 
ISBN: 978-1-888960-11-2; US$18.95

Master the Art of the Deal 

����� An indispensable
tool

Lund’s finest book yet. Broad-
based, practical, and systematic
approach to negotiating.

����� Another great
Jagged Rock

Useful weapons in your negotiat-
ing arsenal. Blunt, honest, and in
the form of 21 rules. Not just for
attorneys and future attorneys.
Five stars. For anyone who could
use guidance in negotiation—and
that includes just about all of us.

The Art of the Law School Transfer:
A Guide to Transferring Law Schools 
ISBN: 978-1-888960-30-3; US$16.95

The Law School of Your Dreams

����� 100% effective, changed my life!
I was accepted to three of the top six 
law schools and now am a student at HLS. 
I probably would not have been as fortunate
as I was without this book.

����� The Book for Transferring
Great road map. Valuable insight to 
great grades!

Your Law Practice Resource
www.fineprintpress.com

The Young Lawyer’s Jungle Book: A
Survival Guide (2nd edition, revised and
expanded)
ISBN: 978-1-888960-19-8; US$18.95

Now in its 15th year, a guide

for the new attorney.

Like most associates, I quickly 
realized that three years of law
school did not adequately pre-
pare me for law practice. It was
refreshing to discover this book
addressed to this forgotten class
of legal society. It’s loaded with
common-sense advice.

Washington State Bar Journal

The background Messinger 
provides is priceless.
(ABA) Law Practice Management

A thoughtful, candid, and well-
written book. The new attorney
would do well to make the invest-
ment.

Connecticut Bar Journal

Required reading. This could be 
the most worthwhile investment
in your legal career.

(ABA) The Compleat Lawyer

Jagged Rocks of Wisdom: Professional
Advice for the New Attorney 
ISBN: 978-1-888960-07-5; US$18.95

21 Rules: No-nonsense tips

from a partner and mentor

in a national law firm.

����� Great Practical 
Advice

A must-read for summer and
first-year associates. I just wish 
I would have read this book 
earlier in my career!

����� A Breath of 
Fresh Air

Jagged Rocks has helped me pass
through some rough spots.

����� Great Book!
A great book that I highly 
recommend.

����� Mountain of advice
Important, relevant, practical, and
helpful advice.

����� Of Advice We Do 
Not Receive in 
Law School

I highly recommend this book to
anyone who is going into practice.

Jagged Rocks of Wisdom—The Memo:
Mastering the Legal Memorandum 
ISBN: 978-1-888960-08-2; US$18.95

Mastering the Legal Memo

����� Must Read
Now more than ever, associates
need to master the art of drafting
a quality legal memo.

����� Like having a 
mentor in 
your pocket

Much time and possibly
embarrassment will be saved.

����� Learn it from 
this book...

...Rather than from mistakes in
real life.

����� Use in legal 
writing classes

Provides the "between the lines"
instruction for writing a proper
memorandum. Quick read and
crucial information for your
career.

Succeeding in the Courtroom (or Law Office) ...Succeeding in the Courtroom (or Law Office) ...

Law school teaches many things. How to

get a great job is not one of them.

����� Must Read
A valuable peek into the minds of recruiters
and interviewers. Exactly what you need to
do to make yourself stand out and snag
that job.

����� Interviewing 
Secrets

Interviews from the firm's perspective,
what to avoid at the on-campus interview,
behind the scenes at the call-back interview,
and reapplying as a 3L.

The Insider’s Guide to
Getting a Big Firm Job:

What Every Law Student Should
Know About Interviewing
ISBN: 978-1-888960-14-3;
US$16.95


